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Abstract: Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an effective security tool that helps to prevent 

unauthorized access to network resources by analyzing the network traffic and classifying the records 

as either normal or anomalous. Developing rules manually through incorporation of attack signatures 

are used in the detection of attacks. Finite State Automata (FSA) are used by many network 

processing applications to match complex sets of regular expressions in network packets. In order to 

make FSA-based matching possible even at the ever increasing speed of modern networks, multi-

striding has been introduced. Stride finite automata (StriFA) a new family of finite automata, is to 

accelerate both string matching and regular expression matching with reduced memory consumption. 

To increase the efficiency of StriFA, a layered approach of attack detection by using KDD 99 DARPA 

dataset is integrated with StriFA. We have converted symbolic named attributes with integer values in 

the dataset. This increases the accuracy rate and greatly reduces the error rate. 

 

I. Introduction 

Intrusions are the abnormal events happening in the computer system or network which attempts to 

compromise the confidentiality and availability of data or a system or a network through a series of events in the 

information system. Intrusions are caused by attackers who seek to gain extra privileges by getting at a system 

from the internet; however they may be unauthorized user or the authorized users misusing their rights. Intrusion 

detection is the mechanism of supervising events occurring in the networks to detect the abnormal behaviors of 

events i.e. intrusions. For example, a denial-of-service intrusion compromises the availability of an information 

system by flooding a constituent server with an overwhelming number of service requests to the server over a 

short period of time and thus denies or degrades the service to legitimate users. Another intrusion may 

compromise the integrity and confidentiality of an information system by gaining root privileges and then 

modifying and stealing information. 

Existing intrusion detection techniques fall into two major categories: Misuse detection and Anomaly 

detection. The Misuse detection approach attempts to recognize attacks that follow intrusion patterns that have 

been recognized and reported by experts. Signature recognition techniques store the attack signatures i.e., on the 

detailed description of the sequence of actions performed by the attacker, perfectly match the observed behavior 

with these intrusion signatures and signal an intrusion when there is a match. In Misuse detection systems their 

effectiveness is strictly related to the extent to which Intrusion Detection Systems are updated with the 

signatures of the latest attacks developed and they are vulnerable to intruders who use new patterns of behavior 

or who mask their illegal behavior to deceive the detection system. This problem could be solved by designing 

general signatures that capture the "root-cause" of an attack, thus allowing for the detection of all the attack 

variants designed to exploit the same weakness. Unfortunately, general signatures designed by security experts 

usually generate high volumes of “false alarms” i.e., normal traffic events matching an attack signature. 

Anomaly detection techniques establish a profile of the subject‟s (user, file, privileged program, host 

machine, computer network etc.)normal behavior (norm profile), compare the observed behavior of the subject 

with its normal profile, and signal an intrusion when the subject‟s observed behavior departs from its normal 

profile. Hence, anomaly detection techniques can detect both known and novel intrusions, if they demonstrate 

departures from a normal profile. For example, in a denial-of-service intrusion through flooding a server, the 

intensity of events to the server is much higher than the event intensity in a normal operation condition. In an 

intrusion through gaining root privileges, actions that an intruder takes to get into the information system and 

operation inside the information system are often different from actions of legitimate users in a normal operation 

condition. Hence, anomalies can be used to detect possible intrusions. 

A Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) scrutinize both packet headers and payloads to identify 

the intrusions in the networks in order to protect Internet systems. NIDS performs Deep Packet Inspection on 

network packets to identify attack signatures to secure the systems over the networks. Network Intrusion 

Detection System passively observe the local network traffic and react to specific signatures (misuse detection) 
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or statistical anomalies (anomaly detection). Examples of NIDS that employ misuse detection are Snort and Bro. 

One of the fundamental weaknesses of misuse-detection based NIDS is their inability to detect new types of 

intrusions. Anomaly detection techniques establish statistical profiles of network traffic and flag any traffic 

deviating from the profile as anomalous. But it needs complex structure with more knowledge. 

Network security requires matching of huge volumes of data against large signature sets with thousands 

of strings in real time which can be done using pattern matching. Pattern matching is the core component, which 

works on the basis of string matching or regex matching. Pattern matching algorithms use finite state machines 

to identify among which most of them are derived from Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA). It can solve the 

pattern matching problem in time linearly proportional to the length of the input stream and independent of the 

number of strings in signature set. Deterministic finite automaton (DFA) and Nondeterministic finite automaton 

(NFA) are two typical finite automata used to implement regular expression matching. DFA is fast and has 

deterministic matching performance, but suffers from the memory explosion problem. NFA, on the other hand, 

requires less memory, but suffers from slow and nondeterministic matching performance. Therefore, neither of 

them is suitable for implementing high speed regex matching in environments where the fast memory (e.g., 

cache or on-chip memory) is limited. 

 

II. Strifa (Stride Finite Automata) 
To accelerate regular expression matching and enable deep packet inspection at line rate, Stride-based 

Matching, a novel acceleration scheme for regular expression matching, is proposed. StriFA converts the 

original byte stream into a much shorter integer stream. Instead of matching the input stream byte by byte, 

StriFA method converts the input stream to integer stream for achieving higher throughput. To limit the size of 

the input stream and the number of comparisons we convert the input stream into a short integer stream which is 

called as the stride length stream. This can be done by selecting a frequently occurring character as a tag 

character and calculating the distance between these tag characters in the input stream (S1). Now we feed this Sl 

stream to the Stride DFA for a potential pattern match. Once we found the potential match, then only there is a 

chance of complete string matching hence we go for neighboring character match for the final match to confirm 

the identification of intrusion. 

 

StriFA for Multistring Matching: While processing, input stream is sent to the automation byte by byte, if FA 

reach any of its accepting states the match is found. The number of states visited is the length of the input stream 

on which time and memory access are determined which is bottleneck. To increase the pattern matching speed 

and to reduce the memory accesses required, we need to reduce the number of states to be visited. To achieve 

this reduce the number of characters sent to FA. Instead of comparing character by character, we pick a tag 

character from the input stream and feed the fingerprint of this tag characters to automation for processing. We 

use stride length of tag characters as fingerprints. The stride lengths extracted from rule set are equated with 

stride lengths extracted from the input stream for coarse grained match. 

For example, if we select “e” as the tag and consider the input stream “referenceabcdreplacement,” then 

the corresponding stride length (SL) stream is Fe(S) = 2 2 3 6 5 2, where Fe(S) denotes the SL stream of the 

input stream S, “e” denotes the tag character in use. The underscore is used to indicate an SL, to distinguish it as 

not being a character. The SL of the input stream is fed into the StriDFA and compared with the SL streams 

extracted from the rule set. Clearly, the volume of processing to be performed by the DFA is reduced. The 

original DFA needs to process 24 input characters, while the new DFA only needs to process six input SLs. Of 

course, the DFA needs to be modified to handle the input stride (we call this new DFA variant StriDFA). The 

original DFA and StriDFA associated with the pattern P1 and P2 are given in Figure.1. The construction of the 

StriDFA in this example is very simple. We first need to convert the patterns to SL streams. The SL of patterns 

P1 and P2 are Fe(P1) = 2 2 3 and Fe(P2) = 5 2, respectively. After obtaining the SLs, we can then use the 

classical DFA construction algorithm to build the StriDFA. With increased speed, smaller memory consumption, 

and ease of implementation on existing platforms, the advantages of StriDFA are evident. 
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III. Data Set Description 
The DARPA‟s KDD99 dataset is considered as the standard benchmark for intrusion detection 

evaluation. The training dataset of DARPA consist of approximately 5 million single association vectors, each of 

which contains 41 features and its features are grouped as, 

1. Basic features - It encompasses all the attributes of TCP/IP connection and leads to delay in detection.  

2. Traffic features - It is evaluated in accordance with window interval & two features as same host and 

same service. 

(a) Same host feature - It examines the number of connections for the past 2 s that too from the same destination 

host. In other words, the probability of connections will be done in a specific time interval. 

 (b) Same service feature - It examines the number of connections in a particular time interval that too possess 

same service. 

 

3. Content features 

Dos & probe attack have frequent intrusion sequential patterns than the R2L & U2R. 

Because these two attacks include many connections to several hosts at a particular time period whereas 

R2L and U2R perform only a single connection. To detect these types of attacks, domain knowledge 

is important to access the data portion of the TCP packets. Ex. Failed login, etc. these features are 

called as content features. 

 

 
 

KDD Cup 99 data set contains 22 attack types and their names and the related features for a 

particular attack are defined in the table below. For all 22 attacks, the related features are calculated by 

enabling the threshold value. If the attribute satisfies the specified constraints then the attribute is 

chosen as the related features of particular attack. 

 

IV. Attacks Descriptions 
Dos attack – It is a kind of attack where the attacker makes processing time of the resources and memory 

busy so as to avoid legitimate user from accessing those resources. For the DoS attack, traffic features 

such as the „percentage of connections having the same destination host and same service‟ and packet 

level features such as the „source bytes‟ and „percentages  o f  p a c k e t s  w i t h  e r r o r s ‟  a r e  

considered. To detect DoS attacks, it may not be significant to know whether a user is „logged in or not‟. 

Smurf, teardrop, pod, back, land, Neptune is classified as DOS attacks. For DOS attack, there are 9 

substantial features out of 41 features. 

 

U2R attack – Here the attacker sniffs the password or makes some kind of attack to access the particular 

host in a network as a legitimate user. They can even promote some vulnerability to gain the root access of the 

system. The U2R attacks are difficult as they involve the semantic details that are very difficult to capture 
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at an early stage. Buffer_overflow, load module, Perl, root kit are classified as User to Root attacks. 

Most of the times U2R attacks are content based and they target an application. Hence, the aimed 

features for U2R attacks are „number of file 

 

R2L attack – Here the attacker sends a message to the host in a network over remote system and makes 

some vulnerability. The R2L attacks are one of the most difficult attacks to detect, because both the 

network level and the host level features considered in order of detecting these attacks. So, both the 

network level features such as the „duration of connection‟ and „service requested‟ and the host level 

features such as the „number of failed login attempts‟ among others are considered for detecting Remote to 

Local attacks. ftp_write, guess_password, imap, spy, multihop, phf, warezclient, warezmaster are 

classified as R2L attackd. There are 14 significant features out of 41 features for R2L attack. 

creations‟ and „number of shell prompts invoked‟, while the features such as „protocol‟ and „source 

bytes‟ are ignored for U2R attack, there are 8 significant features out of 41 features. 

 

Probe attack – Attacker will scan the network to gather information and would make some violation in the 

future. An attacker can use the information gained or through vulnerabilities with a map of machines and 

services that available on a network to look for exploits. So probe attacks are aimed at acquiring 

information about the target network from a source that is often external to the network. Hence, basic 

connection level features are considered such as the „duration of connection‟ and „source bytes‟ are 

significant. ipsweep, portsweep, nmap, Satan are classified as Probe attacks. For probe attack, there are 5 

significant features out of 41 features. The features are as follows 

 

 
 

The Table below represents the rule structure for the KDD Cup 99 data set. Using this rule 

structure the data set can be easily classified in the future. If any new type of attack is found it can also be 

added in the in this profile for better classification results. 
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V. Variation of Strifa 
We have randomly selected 1000 data from the dataset. The preprocessing step involves the 

mapping of symbolic valued attributes into numeric valued attributes. Symbolic features like protocol 

type (3 different symbols), service (23 different symbols) and flag (7 different symbols) are mapped to 

integer values ranging from 0 to N-1 where N is the number of symbols. Then the KDD ‟99 dataset is 

fragmented into 4 subsets, each containing records of normal and a specific attack category. 

The values of the corresponding features are extracted and stores in an array as string of integers. For 

eg, the ruleset for the Load module attack is Protocol=TCP Service=telnet flag=SF 

dst_host_count=1dst_host_same_port_rate=1is converted into stride length stream as 114111. The pattern for 

tag 1 is 1211. Now, the dataset is trained with the stride patterns. The 22 different types of attacks are 

created from the selected dataset and mixed with the original dataset. The tag patterns are fed in to the 

layered StriFA architecture.     The 4 subset of attacks are checked in a layered scheme one layer at a time. 

Then the mixed dataset is classified as attacks and normal data when the patterns of trained data and test data 

are matched. 

 

 
 

VI. Performance Evaluation 
In this section, we compare the performance of our approach with other works in this field. This 

information is shown in Table. 
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Finally, Variation of StriFA took highest accuracy percentage when compared to all six classification 

based algorithms. Figure 1 specifies the corresponding chart for the result obtained. However, the enhanced 

StriFA takes less Error rate when compared to other algorithms and provides better accuracy in terms of all other 

algorithms. Figure 2 specifies the corresponding chart for the result obtained. 

 

 
 

VII. Conclusion 

In this paper variation of layered StriFA method is carried out on KDD ‟99 dataset. This is the first step 

of our research work. As compared to the existing algorithms, the variation of StriFA produced better accuracy 

with classification of reduced feature set and with less error rate. This proposed method can be improved with 

the huge volume of dataset and can be analyzed with still more reduced features and new rule sets to detect new 

attacks. 
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